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Translator Specialties — I am a native Dutch speaker and my primary specialties are Medical (Boston 
Scientific, Medtronics, MediTech, Guidant, Implex, Caradyne, Respironics, Bard and many others), 
Complementary medicine (Supplements, vitamins, diets – I translated two books by Dr. Atkins), Corporate 
(E-learning, Codes of Conduct, Safety & Health) and Automotive (Case New Holland, John Deere, 
Caterpillar, DAF, Honda and many others)  
 
Top quality guaranteed by inbuilt checking procedures. Especially good in thorough research, helped by my 
Mensa level IQ. Clear communication at all times. Will always try to fit in urgent jobs. Client provided TM’s 
will be used exclusively for that client. 
 
 I am fully experienced with and own full versions of Trados, Déjà Vu and SDLX translation software.  
 
TRANSLATION EXPERIENCE 
 
January, 2001 to present - Wolfhound Translations – Freelancer 
Among my clients is my former employer as well as a number of reputable agencies in the United States, 
Ireland, Belgium, the Netherlands and the UK. I specialize in quality translations.  
 
1999 to 2001 – PH Brink Int’l, Galway/Minneapolis - Senior Dutch Translator 
 My duties included English <> Dutch translations in the fields of accounting, finance, technical, medical and 
legal. I also screened new translators for competency. 
 
1991 to 1998 – Literary and Technical Freelancer  
I translated dozens of books (fiction and non-fiction), magazine articles and business translations in many 
fields. A list from the Koninklijke Bibliotheek (Royal Dutch Library) with the titles of most books is available 
upon request. 
 
1985 to 1989 – NATO – Technical Translator 
I worked as a technical translator at NATO in the Netherlands. My duties were confidential. 
 
EDUCATION AND OTHER EXPERIENCE 
 
1984 - Completed MO-A University degree in English (equivalent to U.S. Post-graduate degrees). Also 
completed one year of study at University level in Economics.  
1987 to 1991 – I lived in Australia and was involved in the Agricultural and Financial Industries. I returned to 
the Netherlands after 4 years.  
1999-2004 I lived in Ireland and after my years at PH Brink, I worked there as a freelance translator 
2003 – Passed Accreditation exam to be certified by the American Translators Association for English to 
Dutch translation work. 
2004 I moved to Texas, United States, where I continued my work as a freelance translator 
2005  Moved back to the Netherlands and brought my translation business with me. 
 
RATES 
 
Transl 
ation US$.14  to .18 / € 0,12 to 0,15/ GBP 0.08 – 0.10  per word depending on subject 
Minimum rate for any job is US$50/€ 40/ GBP 30. 
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Medical 
Clients including: 

Gyrus 
Genzyme 
Medtrad 
Guidant 
Gelseal 
Boston Scientific 
IntraLuminal Therapeutics  
Medovations 
Vascutek 
Sultzer 
Medrad 
MedNova 
Gram Precision 
RITA Medical Systems 
Bard 
SkyePharma 
Cytyc Corporation 
Millennium Pharmaceuticals 
Medtronic 
ConMed 
Stellant 
Bausch & Lomb 
Implex 
Avocent 
Carbon Med Technologies 
Scimed 
Clearstream 
Remel 

Mannkind 
Megadyne 
Cobe 
Gliadel 
Zimmer Patient Care 
Atrion Medical 
Respironics 
Maquet 
GE Healthcare 
 
Medical subjects including: 
 
accessories for eye surgery 
electrosurgery systems 
laboratory scales 
sutures 
retractor adapter 
transfersets 
polyester prostheses 
pulse generators 
grafts for vascular repair 
electrosurgery generator 
electrosurgery scalpels 
pacemakers 
catheters -deflecting, for IV 
therapy, valved 
coronary stents 
biliary stents 
renal stents 
retrieval systems (stones) 
in vitro testing  (IVD) 

hysteroscopic endometrial 
ablation device 
implantable ports 
artificial grafts 
arrhythmia mapping and 
tracking systems 
paclitaxel-eluting coronary 
stent systems 
implantable leads (for 
cardiac pacing and sensing) 
injection systems 
neonatal ventilation 
Informed Consent documents 
Cardiopulmonary Heart Lung 
Machine 
diabetes 
Imaging system 
blood separation eqpmt 
apnea devices 
 
Plus Special interest in and 
knowledge of: 
 
- nutrition 
- vitamins and supplements 
- complementary and 
alternative medicine 
- diabetes 
- canine health 
 



List of translated books 
 

The haymeadow  
Gary Paulsen,  Willeke Barens,  George Schriemer
John Baron had just turned fourteen when he was sent by his stern, uncommunicative father to spend the 
summer in the haymeadow alone with six thousand sheep, two horses and four dogs
Subject: sheperds, dogs. 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - [2001]
 
Disguise 
Vivien Kelly,  Willeke Barens,  Kevin Lyle,   
Shows young readers dozens of ways they can change their appearance. Colourful step-by-step illustrations 
show how to look older and change hairstyles. 8-12 yrs 
Subject: Disguise - Children's costumes - Dress accessories - Juvenile literature.
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - cop. 1997
 
Bible names for your baby  
Paul Gardner,  Willeke Barens,  Bonella van Beusekom,  ... 
Alphabetical listing of names which appear in the Bible. Each entry gives the meaning and a short extract 
explains the story of that person as he/she appeared in the Bible 
Subject: Names in the bible- dictionaries 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - cop. 1998
 
Thistle soup  
Peter Kerr,  Willeke Barens
A brimming and lively broth of memories ranging from eccentric rural characters, drunken ghosts, bullocks in 
bedrooms to country superstitions.  
Subject: Country life -- Scotland -- East Lothian. 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - 2004
 
Shitting pretty: How to Stay Clean and Healthy While Traveling 
Jane Wilson-Howarth,  Willeke Barens
An essential, humerous, book for everyone who wants to avoid gastrointestinal and other health problems 
while traveling. 
Subject: Health and travel 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) – 2001
Dancing on the Grave: Encounters with Death 
Nigel Barley,  Willeke Barens
Seeking to merge the information of theologians and anthropologists, this book looks at the variety of ways in 
which cultures around the world deal with death and give it meaning 
Subject: cultural anthropology, death 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) – 1996
 
Angel of death 
Charlotte Lamb,  Willeke Barens
Still mourning the death of her husband, Miranda remains haunted by Alex Manoussi, the enigmatic Greek 
who rescued her from the cruel sea that had claimed Tom. When Alex turns up at her boss's party, she fears 
the appearance of the Angel of Death heralds another  
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - 2001
 

  
The final battle  
Hal Lindsey,  Willeke Barens
Based on biblical data and recent events in the Middle-East, the author predicts the end of the world. 
Subject: eschatology 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - cop. 1996
 

Great railway journeys (In Rainbow pocketbooks)  
Willeke Barens,  Michael Palin
Description of 9 railroad journeys 
Subject: railroad journeys 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - 1999
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Bryan’s return (In Survival in the wilderness)  
Gary Paulsen,  Willeke Barens,  George Schriemer
Brian has returned to his mother's house and can barely reconcile the seemingly arbitrary demands of high 
school with the life-or-death challenges he surmounted during his months alone in the wilderness. 11 yrs+  
Subject: Canada, solitude, … 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - [1996]
 
Bryan’s winter (In Survival in the wilderness)  
Gary Paulsen,  Willeke Barens,  George Schriemer
Thirteen-year-old Brian Robeson is not rescued at the end of the summer, but must draw on the survival skills 
that he has learned, to survive a harsh winter in the Canadian wilderness, armed only with his hatchet. 10 
yrs+  
Subject: Canada, solitude, ... 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - [1996]
 
Dr. Atkins' new diet revolution 
Robert C. Atkins,  Willeke Barens
Subject: diets 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - cop. 2004
 
Dragonheart  
Adriana Gabriel,  Willeke Barens
Set in the 10th century this adventure about dragons, chivalry and treachery is based on the feature film. 
Includes stills from the movie. 8-12 yrs 
Subject: Engeland, dragons 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - [1996]
 
A Celtic childhood (In Sirene pockets)  
Bill Watkins,  Willeke Barens
Author's vivid evocation of a poor but idyllic country childhood..  
Subject: Ireland, childhood memories 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - 2003
 
Atkins' for Life 
Robert C. Atkins,  Willeke Barens
Subject: diets and slimming recipes 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - cop. 2004
 
Flipper  
Dina Anastasio,  Willeke Barens
Young Sandy Ricks develops a friendship with a wounded dolphin who shows him a new fishing area when a 
plague kills local fish.  
Subject: dolphins 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - [1996]
 
The Mars mystery : A Warning from History That Could Save Life on Earth   
Graham Hancock,  Willeke Barens,  Robert Bauval,  ... 
An investigation into the true antiquity and origins of human civilisation. Was there life on Mars? Is there a link 
between the pyramids on Mars and in Egypt? What was the giant comet that killed Mars 20,000 years ago? 
What can we learn from the catastrophic history of our twin planet?  
Subject: mars (planet), mysteries 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - cop. 1998
 
Tracker  
Gary Paulsen,  Willeke Barens
Only thirteen, John must track a deer in the Minnesota woods for his family's winter meat, and in doing so 
finds himself drawn to the doe who leads him and hating his role as hunter. 
Subject: death, grandparents 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - [1999]
 
Daring to be Abigail 
Rachel Vail,  Willeke Barens
Abigail has decided that her 11th summer and her first at sleep away camp will be one of transformation. 
Abigail longs to become brave, hoping she can show them all and finally make her father proud, even if he 
died three years ago. Snappy realistic dialogue anchors the proceedings in a readily recognizable pre-teen 
world. 9-11 yrs 
Subject: being different, fear, ... 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - cop. 1997
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Hatchet  
Gary Paulsen,  Willeke Barens,  George Schriemer
A 13 year old boy finds his independence while alone for 54 days in the Canadian Wilderness. 
Subject: Canada, Survival, ... 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - [2002]
 
Walking in darkness (In Zwarte beertjes)  
Charlotte Lamb,  Willeke Barens
Sophie Narodni, a young journalist from Prague, had worked her way out of poverty. But with her she carried 
a secret: a secret that could destroy everything Presidential candidate Don Gowrie had dreamed of - if he 
didn't silence her first 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - cop. 2002
 
Sleeping partner   
James Humphreys,  Willeke Barens
Clarissa Morland is twenty-seven, shy, attractive and on trial for the murder of her ex-lover John Grant. But 
Clarissa has no memory of this. Gripping courtroom thriller 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - 2000
 
Heaven's mirror : quest for the lost civilization
Graham Hancock,  Willeke Barens,  Yolande Michon
Subject: Civilization, Ancient.
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - cop. 1998
 
Deep and silent waters 
Charlotte Lamb,  Willeke Barens
Laura would never have gone to Venice had she known Sebastian would be there; despite his animal 
magnetism, the director of the film for which she's been nominated best supporting actress - and her former 
lover - has an aura of darkness and death about him 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - 1998
 

Rethinking the sales force 
Neil Rackham,  Willeke Barens,  John R. DeVincentis
Subject: Sales 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - cop. 2001
 

Fever (In City hospital)  
Keith Miles,  Willeke Barens
New series about Gordy, Bella, Suzie, Mark & Karlene - trainee doctors at a city hospital. Deals with many 
social issues while being a good read 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - [1996] 

Viva Mallorca! : one Mallorcan autumn  
Peter Kerr,  Willeke Barens
Chronicle of a Scottish family, committed to making a go of their meager farm 
Subject: mallorca, travel 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - cop. 2005
 

 

Next year in Jerusalem  
Max Jacoby,  Willeke Barens,  Hilla Jacoby,  ... 
Pictorial work with impressions of the Holy city  
Subject: Pictorial book, Jerusalem 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - 1995
 
Finding freedom: writings from death row 
Jarvis Jay Masters,  Willeke Barens
Subject: death row inmates, USA ... 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - 1998
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Wie is het slimst? : dierenverhalen uit Afrika  
Hiawyn Oram,  Willeke Barens,  Tim Warnes
Ten readable tales from Africa feature a wide assortment of animals who engage in lively battles of wit, speed, 
and strength. 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - 1997
 
Tell them we remember : the story of the holocaust 
Susan D. Bachrach,  Willeke Barens
Photo-history introduction to the WWII holocaust, focusing on the effects on young people. 10 yrs+. 
World War, 1939-1945 – holocaust -- Children -- Juvenile literature 
Found: barens (1) ; Willeke (1) - 1997
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